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8 [1] We use the Multipole–Boundary Element Method (MP-BEM) to simulate regional and global geody9 namics in a spherical 3-D setting. We first simulate an isolated subducting rectangular plate with length
10 (Llitho) and width (Wlitho) varying between 0.5 and 2 times the radius of the Earth (REarth) and with viscosity
11 hlitho varying between 100 and 500 times the upper mantle (hUM), sinking in a layered mantle characterized
12 by lower-upper mantle viscosity ratio l = hLM/hUM varying between 1 and 80. In a mantle with small upper/
13 lower viscosity contrast (l ≅ 1), trench and plate motions are weakly dependent on Wlitho; plate motion is
14 controlled by slab pull if Llitho ≤ REarth, while for longer plates plate speed strongly decreases because of the
15 plate basal friction and flow reorganization. An increasing viscosity ratio l gradually breaks this pattern,
16 and for l ≅ 10 combined with Wlitho ≈ REarth (and greater) trench advance and retreat are simultaneously
17 observed. These results offer a first-order explanation of the origin of the size (Llitho ≈ Wlitho ≈ REarth) of
18 the largest plates observed over the past 150 Myr. Finally, two global plate tectonic simulations are per19 formed from reconstructed plates and slabs at 25 Ma before present and before 100 Ma, respectively. It
20 is shown that MP-BEM predicts present plate kinematics if plate-mantle decoupling is adopted for the lon21 gest plates (Llitho > REarth). Models for 100 Ma show that the slab-slab interaction between India and Izanagi
22 plates at 100 Ma can explain the propagation of the plate reorganization from the Indian to the Pacific plate.
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1. Introduction

32 [2] One of the most striking phenomena that have
33 arisen during the evolution of the Earth is the tes34 sellation of its surface into lithospheric plates,

Copyright 2012 by the American Geophysical Union

whose largest ones have comparable size to mantle
thickness [Bird, 2003]. Numerical models of mantle convection have shown that if a threshold to
maximum stress is applied, the top stiff boundary
layer self-consistently split in plates of sizes
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comparable to the largest on the Earth [Trompert
and Hansen, 1998; Bercovici, 1998; Tackley,
2000b]. Furthermore, convection models in which
the mantle is heated from within show that the
plate-mantle system organizes itself as a top-down
process, where the forces propagates from the
subducting slabs to the plates on the surface [Buffett
et al., 1994]. This scenario is in agreement with the
classical view that the major driver of plate tectonics is the slab pull [Forsyth and Uyeda, 1975;
Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998]. However,
the exact way the force is transmitted from the slab
to the plate is still debated [Becker and O’Connell,
2001; Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002], with
direct consequences on our understanding of plate
stresses [Lithgow-Bertelloni and Guynn, 2004] and
the causes of the largest earthquakes [Buffett and
Heuret, 2011].

58 [3] Several factors have been put forward for
59 affecting the transmission of the slab pull. Among
60 these factors are the bending [Conrad and Hager,
61 1999; Becker et al., 1999; Capitanio et al., 2009]
62 and tensile strength [Regenauer-Lieb et al., 2006;
63 Morra et al., 2006; Capitanio et al., 2007] of the
64 lithosphere, plate boundary frictional forces [Zhong
65 and Gurnis, 1995a; Iaffaldano et al., 2006;
66 Capitanio et al., 2010; van Dinther et al., 2010],
67 the basal drag due to slab sinking [Conrad and
68 Hager, 2001; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Guynn,
69 2004] and the mantle drag to the sinking plates
70 themselves [Faccenna et al., 1996; Schellart et al.,
71 2002; Funiciello et al., 2003a], the interaction
72 between slabs through mantle flow [Loiselet et al.,
73 2009; King, 2001; Wu et al., 2008], and the
74 dynamic topography of the earth surface, partially
75 controlling trench kinematics [Funiciello et al.,
76 2003a; Schmeling et al., 2008].
77 [4] Geodynamics at the regional scale (a subduc78 tion zone one or few thousands km long) has been
79 investigated through with laboratory and numerical
80 methods. Complexities have emerged from the
81 investigation of the role of the internal deformation
82 in the lithosphere [Conrad and Hager, 1999;
83 Regenauer-Lieb et al., 2001] versus the associated
84 mantle flow [Funiciello et al., 2003a; Moresi and
85 Gurnis, 1996]. Recent numerical simulations have
86 shown that the subducting lithosphere adapts its
87 morphology following a principle of minimum
88 dissipation at the trench [Morra et al., 2006;
89 Capitanio et al., 2007, 2009; Stadler et al., 2010;
90 Ribe, 2010], although this result remains contro91 versial [Buffett and Rowley, 2006; Buffett and
92 Heuret, 2011; Conrad and Hager, 1999; Di
93 Giuseppe et al., 2008]. Low dissipation in the slab
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implies that the speed of the subduction process is
only determined by the equilibrium between active
forces (slab pull) and resisting forces (mantle drag)
[Faccenna et al., 2001; Funiciello et al., 2003b].
Comparison with nature indicates that this scaling
is substantially reflected by plate velocities in the
Cenozoic [Goes et al., 2008].

94
95
96
97
98
99
100

[5] Three-dimensional regional studies of subduc- 101

tion have led to the discovery of the major role
played by plate width [Morra et al., 2006], in particular when the trenches are several thousands km
long [Stegman et al., 2006]. This result has produced controversial interpretations of kinematic
data, suggesting that not plate age (proportional to
slab pull) but plate size (related to the drag due to
mantle flow) might better fit kinematic data
[Schellart et al., 2008; Stegman et al., 2010a].
While the small number of trenches and the ambiguity of the boundary of each subduction zone
leave little space to a definitive interpretation of the
present kinematic data, the comparison of regional
and global models with plate reconstructions in the
last 100 Myr offer a clearer insights on the role of
other important parameters controlling plate tectonics, such as plate length and degree of mantle
stratification.
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[6] While this scenario explains many features of 120

regional kinematics, how such effects influence
global models is less understood. Early attempts to
address this problem have used semi-analytical
circulation models [Hager and O’Connell, 1981],
followed by models in which plate geometry was
prescribed and the mantle flow solution was used to
calculate the torque at the base of the plates [Ricard
and Vigny, 1989; Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards,
1998]. Forces at the boundary of the plates were
later introduced [Becker and O’Connell, 2001] and
brought to the conclusion that one-sided subduction
is an essential ingredient in order to explain the
large difference between oceanic and continent
plate motion [Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni,
2002], implying that the driver of plate motion is
the presence of strong slabs able to transmit the
pull. In the last years, the introduction in global
models of lateral viscosity variations [Zhong et al.,
2000; Tan et al., 2006], suboceanic weak asthenosphere [Becker, 2006] and nonlinear rheologies
[Jadamec and Billen, 2010] have suggested alternative ways to explain the fast plate motion, not
necessary requiring strong slabs.
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[7] These works indicate that in order to compre- 144

hend the coupling between regional and global 145
scales it is essential to improve the implementation 146
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of the plate boundaries, and in particular to increase
the resolution of the subduction zones to not more
than 10 km, and possibly O(1) km. A first attempt
to go in this direction has been done by Stadler
et al. [2010] using adaptive multiscale finite elements. Here we show an alternative approach based
on the Boundary Element Method, which combines
high resolution with computational efficiency and
is able to offer additional constraints on global plate
motion modeling. This methodology aims at illustrating a new direction in which advancing 3-D
spherical plate-mantle convection code.

159 [8] Our model parameters interest plate geometry
160 and two viscosity ratios: plate versus upper mantle
161 (hlitho) and lower versus upper mantle (l). A vast
162 number of works have pointed out that a reasonable
163 range of values for hlitho is between two and three
164 orders of magnitude, from models of subduction
165 [Funiciello et al., 2003a; Bellahsen et al., 2005;
166 Schellart, 2005; Gerya et al., 2008; Capitanio et al.,
167 2009]. Estimates for l instead vary between one
168 and two orders of magnitude both from postglacial
169 rebound [Mitrovica, 1996; Lee et al., 2010] and
170 from direct observation of plate velocities and
171 mantle tomography. Direct constraints on lower
172 mantle viscosity come from geoid studies [e.g.,
173 Hager, 1984], slab sinking rates [e.g., Ricard et al.,
174 1993], and more recently global reference frame
175 reconstructions by van der Meer et al. [2010], who
176 relates the position of slabs detected in mantle
177 tomography with initiation and cessation of sub178 duction constrained by kinematic models, allowing
179 to derive an empirical average sinking speed of
180 slabs in the mantle of 1.2 cm/yr. A similar statistical
181 average on plate sinking in the upper mantle sug182 gests instead a sinking rate of 5 to 10 cm/yr for a
183 mature oceanic lithosphere [Sdrolias and Müller,
184 2006; Goes et al., 2011]. While the ratio between
185 these two values is not above 10, the hampering to
186 the slab sinking speed in the upper mantle is due
187 to the barrier formed by the upper-lower mantle
188 discontinuity [Capitanio et al., 2007; Christensen
189 and Yuen, 1984; Zhong and Gurnis, 1995b], and
190 considering that slabs in the lower mantle are
191 likely less viscous and occupy a larger volume
192 [Zhong and Gurnis, 1995a; Morra et al., 2010],
193 one obtains an indirect confirmation of a range for
194 l more likely above one order of magnitude,
195 closer to the two orders of magnitude suggested by
196 glacial rebound studies. We also observe that there
197 is no reason for assuming that l is independent
198 from the speed of mantle flow. In fact, the rheo199 logical layering between upper and lower mantle
200 likely depends on different creeping mechanism
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between the Olivine (and its polymorphs Wadsleyite and Ringwoodite) and Perovskite. If one or
both these mechanisms are nonlinear, such as
power law creep, l will vary with the intensity of
the dynamics and in particular be smaller for
slower velocities (low strain rates). This motivates
to test the largest variations in l, from the minimum extreme l = 1 up to l = 80.

201
202
203
204
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207
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[9] We present two sets of models in spherical 209

coordinates, modeling free surface (details in
Appendix D), highly resolved slabs sharply separated from the mantle (Appendix B), linear distinct
rheologies for lithosphere and mantle (Appendix C),
and a smooth upper-lower mantle viscosity layering
(Appendix A). In the first set of models we simulated plates characterized of a very large surface
(square of Earth radius, REarth, and above), varying
plate length (Llitho), plate width (Wlitho), plate viscosity hlitho relative to the upper mantle viscosity
(always normalized to hUM = 1), and upper lower
mantle rheological layering (l = hLM/hUM). Two
types of behavior emerge, one for a weakly layered
mantle (l ≅ 1) in which trench and plate motions
are only slightly dependent from plate width (Wlitho)
while slab pull mainly controls plate motion if
Llitho ≤ REarth, while beyond this critical plate
length (Llitho = REarth) the plate velocity largely
decreases as well as its plateness, indicating an
increase of stretching. Stronger mantle stratification (l ≅ 10 and above) induced a completely
different behavior in which plate width (Wlitho)
becomes very important triggering simultaneous
retreat and advance of different portions of the
same trench due to constrained mantle flow and
spontaneous folding of the slab due to shortening
at depth in a spherical Earth. We synthesize this
dynamics plotting plateness, which decreases with
the emergence of lateral complexities in the plate
deformation and the consequent stretching. With
this value we aim to synthetize the wide range of
deformations through which a plate can go, with
the goal of understanding the conditions for plate
fragmentation [Bird, 2003; Sornette and Pisarenko,
2003].
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[10] Finally, we model plate motion based on 245

reconstructed geometries of tectonic plates and
their boundaries during the last 140 million years
[Gurnis et al., 2012], based on a rich set of marine
geophysical data. We show that our Multipole–
Boundary Element Method (MP-BEM) approach is
able to capture the coupling between plate motions
and induced mantle flow. Limiting our analysis to
the l ≅ 1 case, our models show that the motion of
Nazca, Pacific, Philippines, and Australian plates
3 of 29
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Figure 1. Setup. Sketch of the slab that subducts through a layered mantle. The main quantities indicated here are
density (r) and viscosity (m) for the main domains of interest, which appear in the boundary equations through their
associated differential density (Dr) and viscosity ratio (l). The free surface, core mantle boundary, and slab-mantle
boundary are modeled with boundary integrals, while the viscosity transition at the upper-lower mantle boundary is
assumed to be smooth (see left side of sketch) to allow using the approximation explained in Appendix A.
255
256
257
258
259
260
261
262
263
264
265
266
267

increases its agreement with the reconstructed
velocities when all the plates are modeled simultaneously. Finally, surveying the cases definite by
l ≅ 1 and l ≅ 5 and hlitho = 100 and hlitho = 500
(assumed hUM = 1), we repeatedly find that the
subduction of the Indian and Pacific plates, whose
slabs where closer at an angle inferior to 90°, had a
coupled dynamics. We suggest that the observed
kinematic reorganization, which started because
of unknown reasons in the Indian plate around
100 Ma [Veevers, 2000; Wessel et al., 2006],
propagated through this coupling to the Izanagi and
than Pacific plate.

268

2. Numerical Method

269 [11] We model the planetary scale evolution of tec270 tonic plates defined as isoviscous layer immersed in
271 a mantle characterized by a radial viscosity profile
272 (Figure 1). The density of the lithosphere in the
273 model is constant and heavier than the mantle,
274 inducing sinking in the mantle only after subduction
275 is initiated, due to a thin lubrication layer between
276 the lithosphere and the free surface of the Earth
277 effectively producing a restoring force, which
278 uplifts the slab and does not allow plates to sink in
279 the mantle. Following Morra et al. [2007], the uplift
280 is a natural and spontaneous outcome of the pres281 ence of a free surface as shown in the work by
282 Morra et al. [2009], coherent with laboratory and
283 other numerical models [Funiciello et al., 2003a,
284 2003b]. A similar approach has been also adopted in

2D by Ribe [2010], in which, however, the slab is
uplifted by the lubrication force exerted by a fixed
(not free) upper bound for the mantle. The mantle is
bounded by two free surfaces, one separating an
external layer (representing either light sediments or
water or air), and the second dividing the heavy core
from the mantle (Figure 1). Differently from other
Boundary Element works, a perturbative formulation has been introduced to reproduce the effects
of a nonhomogeneous mantle (Appendix A for
details). We use this approach for modeling the
radial mantle structure, while the lateral heterogeneities are determined by the subducting lithosphere, explicitly defined by boundaries immersed
in the mantle (Figure 1).
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[12] We exclusively solve the equation of Stokes in 300

distinct domains characterized by different viscosity
and density, i.e., we neglect nonlinear rheologies
(although the emerging result is often nonlinear due
to the sharp domain boundaries, which are intrinsically nonlinear), and we do not explicitly consider
the evolution of the thermal structure of the Earth.
However, the model of the lithosphere that we
adopt, as a “thin sheet,” represents the upper thermal
boundary layer of the convective mantle system.
Our system therefore is able to adequately reproduce the tectonic forces that drive plate tectonics,
embedding not only mantle induced forces by the
sinking slabs as in other models of global mantle
circulation [Becker and O’Connell, 2001; LithgowBertelloni and Richards, 1998; Conrad and
4 of 29
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Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002], but also the essential
propagation of the forces through the slab pull
[Zhong and Gurnis, 1995a].

319 [13] In
320 domain

mathematical terms, for each bounded
we use the definition of stress
s ¼ pj þ hðru þ rt uÞ ¼ pj þ h_;

321
322
323

ð1Þ

and we solve the generalized Stokes equations that
comprise the momentum conservation and incompressibility condition:
r  s þ rb ¼ 0 r  u ¼ 0:

ð2Þ

324 [14] It has been proven that if the viscosity is
325 constant in a domain D, these equations can be
326 recast into a boundary integral formulation by
327 Ladyzhenskaya [1963]. In simple terms, if D is the
328 domain of interest, the velocity for each point in the
329 interior of D can be expressed by the sum of two
330 integrals called single and double layers, each
331 summarizing the effect of the traction sik(x)nk and
332 velocity ui(x) at the domain boundary ∂D, respec333 tively [Pozrikidis, 1992, chap. 3; Ladyzhenskaya,
334 1963, pp. 55–60]:
Z
Z
1
1

sik ðxÞnk Gij ðx; xo ÞdS ðxÞþ
ui ðxÞnk Tijk ðx; xoÞdS ðxÞ
8ph ∂D
8p ∂D

ui ðxo Þ if xo ∈ D
ð3Þ
¼
0
otherwise
335
336
337

where Gij and Tijk are the steady Green’s functions
for velocity and stress, respectively, also known as
the Stokeslet and the Stresslet:
Gij ðx  xo Þ ¼

d ij ^x i^x j
þ 3 ; ^x ¼ x  xo and r ¼ j^
xj
r
r

Tijk ðx  xo Þ ¼ 6

^x i^x j^x k
:
r5

338 [15] An extension of such formulation has been
339 later proposed for a system composed by several
340 domains in which the viscosity is different for each
341 domain, but constant in each one. For example,
342 following the classical formulation of Pozrikidis
343 [1992, chap. 3] or the appendix of Manga and
344 Stone [1995], the equation (3) can be written for
345 the inner and the outer fluid, and combined in a
346 unique boundary equation cast into a form more
347 appropriate for a quasi-steady multiphase flows.
348 Hence for a point x on the surface S that separates
349 different fluids, we obtain the following:
Z
Z
1þl
1  l PV
1
uðxÞ 
n  T  u dS ¼ 
G  Df dS;
2
8p S
8ph0 S
ð4Þ
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where PV denotes the principal value of the integral, h0 is the viscosity of the external fluid taken as
a reference, l = hint/h0 is the viscosity ratio between
inner and outer fluid, and Df is a normal stress
jump that, assuming a radially oriented gravity
field, simplifies to Df = Dr(g  n)n, where g is
gravity and Dr is the differential density between
inside and outside the boundary [Morra et al.,
2009]. This equation has been than extended for
many surfaces with the same background, or nested
one in each other. For a detailed technical treatise,
see, for example, Pozrikidis [2002].

350
351
352
353
354
355
356
357
358
359
360
361

[16] Although there is no general agreement on how 362

to modify the boundary equation (4) in order to
model a nonhomogeneous domain, many methods
have been proposed. We use a particular simple
one, whose details are given in Appendix A, and we
use it here only for modeling the upper-lower
mantle viscosity transition, which we assume to be
at a fixed depth and fixed viscosity jump. This
assumption highly simplifies its approximated formulation and allows an exact esteem of the misfit
between approximated and exact solution, once we
assume a smoothly radially varying nonhomogeneous mantle viscosity.

363
364
365
366
367
368
369
370
371
372
373
374

2.1. Acceleration and Parallelization

375

[17] Equation (4) is a Fredholm integral equation of 376

the second kind. In our numerical scheme, the plate
surfaces are discretised into triangular elements. On
each triangle the integral is calculated using analytical integration (see Salvadori [2010] for a review
on all strategies for performing such integrals for
any elliptic problem). The equation (4) is therefore
said to be discretised in “Boundary Elements,” also
called “Panels,” and the free model parameters
(viscosity, density) are assumed constant on each
panel in order to perform the analytical integration,
and for this reason are sometimes called “Linear
Boundary Elements.” It has been shown that the
linear system arising from the discretised integrals
is well-conditioned and dense [Zhu et al., 2006];
however, solving such system inverting its associated dense matrix is computationally inconvenient because the number of operations necessary
to calculate the matrix itself scales as N2, where N
is the number of Panels. Many alternative approaches have been introduced in the last decade for
building an equivalent matrix-vector multiplier
operator [Tornberg and Greengard, 2008], including the fast multipole method [Barnes and Hut.,
1986] and the hierarchical matrix approach [Börm
et al., 2003; Benedetti et al., 2008]. We use the
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402
403
404
405
406
407
408
409
410
411
412
413
414
415
416
417
418
419
420

first approach, which offers potential advantages to
tackle multiscale problems since it is compatible
with 3-D unstructured surface meshes whose resolution can be adapted dynamically to track the
physics of interest [Morra et al., 2007]. The system
is then solved employing an iterative GMRES
algorithm [Saad and Schultz, 1986], which was
tested and shown to converge also for large
viscosity ratio, for the same setup tested in this
work [Morra et al., 2007]. The method has been
finally parallelized using MPI libraries, and its
efficiency on a Beowulf cluster has been tested
up to 64 CPUs, still maintaining 90% of efficiency for each of the global integrals calculated
in this work [Morra et al., 2007]. We notice that
the multipole approach allowed simplifying the
communication between processors through the
use of a shared (not distributed) tree to store all
model information.

421

2.2. Time Stepping

422 [18] Time stepping is implemented with a Runge423 Kutta second-order scheme. This means that the
424 solution is calculated for the configuration at
425 thalf = tn + Dt/2, and then the “end of the step”
426 updated configuration X(tn+1) of the vertexes at
427 the time tn+1 = tn + Dt is obtained displacing
428 the nodes from X(tn) linearly the velocity solution
429 at thalf X(tn +1) = X(tn) + v(thalf)*Dt). To satisfy
430 convergence criteria of the solver, time step size is
431 limited to keep the largest nodal displacement
432 smaller than 0.1% of the Earth radius (0.001 REarth).
433 [19] The real time of the simulation can be calcu434 lated using the same scaling of Morra et al. [2010],
435 i.e., the time factor is h/(Dr  g  a) where g is
436 gravity and a is a reference length. Our model runs
437 with the renormalized values h = 1, Dr = 30, g = 1,
438 a = 1 (Earth radius). Rescaled with the Earth typical
21
3
2
439 values h = 10 Pas, Dr = 80 Kg/m , g = 10 m/s ,
6
12
440 a = 6 10 km, we obtain a scaling factor of 6 10 s.
441 Although each time step is different, the typical
442 time steps are in the range 0.1–0.3, which corre443 spond to about 0.02–0.06 Myr.
444

2.3. Plateness

445 [20] We employ the same definition of plateness of
446 Stadler et al. [2010, chap. S8.1], who define it as
447 the weighted average deviation of the plate velocity
448 field from the best fitting rigid motion. Explicitly
Z
1 kUr  Ubf k
ds;
P ¼1
S S
kUr k
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where Ur is the computed velocity and Ubf is the
velocity obtained from the best fitting Euler pole. S
is the plate area. The norm kUr  Ubfk is defined as
the root-mean-square (RMS) difference from the
best fitting Euler pole.

449
450
451
452
453

[21] The plateness is calculated averaging 25 steps 454

in order to avoid spurious oscillations due to the
lagrangian mesh or effects related to the free surface. Because each time step has a different length
(see the previous paragraph) the time interval on
which plateness is averaged varies during each
simulation and with each model, however, around
1 Myr (0.5–1.5 Myr) for an upper mantle viscosity of h = 1021.

455
456
457
458
459
460
461
462

2.4. Construction of the Plates

463

[22] In order to build the initial conditions for the 464

simulations at present time and 100 Ma, we use the
open source plate tectonic software GPlates version
1.0 and the GPlates Markup Language (GPML) to
represent global plate reconstructions [Gurnis et al.,
2012]. Initial conditions for the models are built
from reconstructed plate geometry in 3D, with agedefined thickness for different material parameters
including plate density and viscosity (L. Quevedo
et al., manuscript in preparation, 2012). The presentday model consists of surface models of 13
major plates: Africa, Antarctica, Arabia, Australia,
Caribbean, Cocos, Eurasia, Nazca, North America,
Pacific, Philippines, Scotia, and South America.
The slabs are extrapolated into the mantle taking
into account the last 20 Myr of subduction history.
Oceanic crust and continental crustal thickness was
sampled separately. The continental was taken from
the TC1 model [Artemieva, 2006]. A gap of 50 Km
around each plate was further imposed to the model
preventing immediate contact between the surfaces.

465
466
467
468
469
470
471
472
473
474
475
476
477
478
479
480
481
482
483
484

[23] The 100 Ma model was derived from 20 Myr 485

of tectonic evolution (from 145 Ma to 125 Ma) of
the 10 major plates at the time: Africa, Eurasia,
India, North America, Phoenix, East Gondwana,
Farallon, Izanagi, Pacific, and South America.
Oceanic crust thickness was obtained by sampling
the age grid associated with the reconstruction at
resolution, while continental crustal thickness was
at 120 Km. A gap of 200 Km around each plate was
imposed to the model.

486
487
488
489
490
491
492
493
494

3. Model Results and Analysis

495

[24] We rescale the Earth radius to 1, resulting in a 496

mantle thickness to 0.5 and an upper lower mantle 497
transition located at RULM = 0.85. The surfaces 498
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t1:1

Table 1. Definition of the Symbols and Their Units

t1:3

Symbol

Units

t1:4
t1:5
t1:6
t1:7
t1:8
t1:9

sij
ti
ni
ui
Gij

t1:10

Tijk

t1:11
t1:12
t1:13

g

-

t1:14

l

-

t1:15

hlitho

Pa s

t1:16

hUM

Pa s

t1:17

hLM

Pa s

t1:18

Wlitho

m

t1:19

Llitho

m

t1:20

Deq

Pa s

t1:21
t1:22

Dint

Pa s

t1:23
t1:24
t1:25

m
m1

Pa s
Pa s

t1:26

m2

Pa s

499
500
501
502
503
504
505
506
507

Meaning

Physical Quantities
Stress tensor
Traction
Normal (to the element)
Velocity
Stokeslet (Green function
of the velocity)
(N/m2)/(m/s)
Stresslet (Green function
of the stress)
N/m2
N/m
m/s
(m/s)/N

Parameters
Ratio between viscosities
external to the same surface
(for example, between lower
and upper mantle)
Ratio between inner and outer
viscosities to a surface
(for example, lithosphere
viscosity, or core viscosity)
Background viscosity
(of the lithosphere)
Background viscosity
(of the upper mantle)
Background viscosity
(of the lower mantle)
Lithospheric width for a
rectangular plate
(length of the trench)
Lithospheric length for a
rectangular plate
(perpendicular to the trench)
Equilibrium distance between
surfaces (i.e., the contact
algorithm will displace the
node of the “slave” at this
distance from the “master”
surface).
In all models equal to Llitho.
Interaction distance between
two surfaces (i.e., above this
distance the contact algorithm
does not apply).
In all models equal to 2*Llitho.
Outer viscosity hOU = 0.01*hUM
Outer viscosity (above the
660 boundary)
Outer viscosity (below the
660 boundary)

delimiting the mantle-air external boundary and the
mantle-core boundary are free to evolve following
the solution of the momentum equation. The scaled
viscosity and lithosphere-mantle differential density are h = 1 and Dr = 30, respectively (Table 1 for
other model parameters). With this choice, the
Earth-air free surface displays a dynamic topography of about one order of magnitude higher of the
real Earth.

10.1029/2011GC003843

[25] We investigate two model setups. The first 508

consists of the subduction of rectangular plates, for
which we vary plate width (Wlitho), length (Llitho),
and viscosity (hlitho), into a uniform or layered
mantle for which we vary the upper-lower mantle
viscosity ratio (l = hLM/hUM). We first show the
effect of the plate size (Wlitho and Llitho) to plate
velocity and plateness and than study the combined
effect of plate viscosity (hlitho) and upper-lower
mantle layering (l). The second setup is based on
plate reconstructions. Initial conditions at the global
scale are based on reconstructed plate geometries of
25 Ma and 125 Ma (see Figure 2 and Quevedo et al.
(manuscript in preparation, 2012) for more details
on the reconstruction). The models are run long
enough to stabilize the plate motion allowing the
comparison of the modeled plate velocities with the
reconstructed ones. In order to estimate the role of
slab-slab interaction for global plate tectonics, we
compare the results of the observed kinematics
resulting from the dynamics of each separate plate
with the one obtained from the simulation involving
all plates simultaneously. Finally, we show that the
coupling between the Izanagi and India plate is
sufficiently intense to suggest that played a role in
the global plate reorganization of about 100 Ma.

509
510
511
512
513
514
515
516
517
518
519
520
521
522
523
524
525
526
527
528
529
530
531
532
533

[26] The complexity of the models employed 534

here requires a choice on a number of numerical
parameters that are discussed in detail in Appendix A
(implementation of upper lower mantle transition),
Appendix B (resolution tests), Appendix C (plate
viscosity), and Appendix D (free surface algorithm).
All the parameters employed are summarized in
Table 1 and were consistently used in all the models,
except where we explicitly varied a particular one in
order to study its role. As shown in Appendix D,
choosing the parameters associated with the free
surface can enhance or hamper trench retreat, in
agreement with some recent results from modeling
subduction with a free surface [Morra et al., 2007;
Schmeling et al., 2008; van Dinther et al., 2010;
Ribe, 2010]. Our choice was to hamper, however
without inhibiting it, trench motion because we are
interested in the dynamics of very large plates for
which the average observed trench motion in the
past 100 Myr [Sdrolias and Müller, 2006] is no
more than 10% of the overall plate motion [Goes
et al., 2011]. We remark here that in our models
the trench can migrate, and in fact we show that
the introduction of a strong upper-lower mantle
layering triggers trench migration, in agreement
with past numerical models [Stegman et al., 2006;
Schellart et al., 2007; Di Giuseppe et al., 2008;
Stegman et al., 2010a].
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Figure 2. (left) The numerical setup for the subduction of a single plate. The top left figure indicates the initial conditions. The red portion of the slab is the one that is already in the lower mantle. For this reason, many models with a
strong upper-lower mantle transition display the “pinning” of the slab in the lower mantle. The bottom left figure
shows a mature subduction in a homogeneous mantle. (right) Shown at top is the 3-D expression of the plate boundaries through the CGAL meshing utilities, modified following the method introduced by Quevedo et al. (manuscript in
preparation, 2012), postprocessed with GPlates. The database employed for the plate boundaries is the one of
Gurnis et al. [2012]. The bottom right figure is a detailed plot of the Nazca–South America plate interaction,
where the colors indicate convergence velocity (plate speed in the direction of convergence). The 3-D setup is
cut in order to show the morphology of the slab. More details on the contact algorithm responsible for the
inter-plate interaction are given in Appendix D.
562
563

3.1. Subduction of a Rectangular Plate
in a Homogeneous Mantle

564 [27] We model the subduction of plates with con565 stant viscosity and constant thickness in a homo566 geneous mantle. The parameters chosen are
567 displayed in Table 2. Sizes vary from 0.5 to 2 times
568 the Earth radius, both in width and length (Wlitho
569 and Llitho). Models do not reach steady state (but
570 they all start with the same initial slab length, see
571 Figure 1), and the velocities and plateness are cal572 culated at the same time after few hundred time
573 steps, when any initial transient effect becomes
574 negligible. Transient effects arise from the fact that
575 each model starts with no surface topography, but
576 with a perfectly spherical Earth. The isostatic
577 equilibrium is reached after the first few tens of
578 steps. When the topography of equilibrium is
579 reached the associated velocities diminishes, the
580 length of each time step increases, and the geody581 namic configurations and dynamics topography
582 evolve together.
583 [28] We
584 setting,

find that for this homogeneous mantle
Llitho strongly controls plate kinematics

while Wlitho has a small effect (contrary to a
strongly layered mantle as we will show later in the
paper). A top view of the dynamic evolution of the
free surface velocity (white segments) and of the
plateness (see numerical methods) is shown in
Figure 3. We find strong decrease of plate speed
with the increase of Llitho, with plate velocities
decreasing of a factor three while plate length
increases from 0.5 to 2 times REarth. On the contrary, plate speed is only weakly dependent on
Wlitho, with a slight favor for wider plates that travel
faster then smaller ones. Streamlines associated to
the mantle flow of two models, one with a short

585
586
587
588
589
590
591
592
593
594
595
596
597

Table 2. Variable Parameters Tested in the Rectangular t2:1
Plate Models
t2:2
Quantity
Wlitho
Llitho
hlitho
l = hLM/hUM

Values Tested
(Only Some Combinations Tested) t2:4
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 ( Earth radius)
0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 ( Earth radius)
100, 200, 500 ( mantle viscosity)
1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 20, 40, 80
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Figure 3. Top view of the plateness for four rectangular models, where the color scale measures the RMS of the local
horizontal projection of the velocity versus the rigid average plate velocity, calculated through a best fitting Euler pole.
Red (high RMS) implies a strong departure from the average speed, while blue is coherence with the average. The
velocity is instead displayed as arrows, whose length is proportional to the corresponding (nondimensional) plate
speed, whose reference is shown in the bottom right of the figure. The clearest observation is that for wide plates
the main source of reduced plateness is the distance from the plate axis (intended as the direction of subduction). This
is partly due to the converging velocity (a “sinking” effect) and partly due to the slowness of the plate far sides due to
the minor distance from the local Euler axis of rotation. The most striking observation is the emergence of a length
scale along the axis of subduction. Plates with a length inferior to two times the mantle thickness display an excellent
plateness (i.e., a low RMS), while longer plates are characterized by a drop in RMS, indicating the propensity of the
plate for fragmentation.
598
599
600
601
602
603
604
605
606
607
608
609
610

plate (Llitho = 1; Wlitho = 1) and one with a long
plate (Llitho = 2; Wlitho = 1), are shown in Figure 4.
The pattern designed by the first model indicates
the generation of a strongly poloidal convective cell
accommodating the plate motion, hence minimizing the drag at the base of the plate. The flow
induced by the long plate, instead, displays a
complex 3-D pattern, coherent only with the frontal
portion of the plate, while the drag at the base of
back of the plate is opposing plate motion, triggering the observation of a plate stretching, synthesized in low plate velocity and high plateness
(Figure 5).

611 [29] Funiciello et al. [2003b] and Capitanio et al.
612 [2007] have shown that the sinking velocity is
613 mostly independent of plate strength and trench
614 motion. This was confirmed for very large plates by
615 Stegman et al. [2006], although with complexities
616 in trench migration. We find here that this rela617 tionship breaks down for very long plates, and
618 this critical length is Llitho > REarth for Earth-like
619 spherical coordinates and assuming no mantle
620 layering.

[30] In Figure 3, the RMS deviation between the 621

local velocity and best fitting plate velocity is
displayed for 4 representatives (Llitho = 1 and 2,
Wlitho = 1 and 2) of a total of 16 rectangular modeled
cases (Llitho = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2 and Wlitho = 0.5, 1, 1.5, 2)
summarizing the causes of the breakdown of plate
speed for very long plates. For the longer plates, the
velocity decreases from the trench toward the trailing
edge. This is indicated by the RMS deviation: the fast
velocity at the trench areas are red because the
velocities are faster of the average, blue in the middle
because the same as average and again red at the edge
because much less than the average, implying a
strong stretching. These results suggest that in a
homogeneous mantle for small values of Llitho the
plateness is higher and the velocity uniform, while
for large values of Llitho (above that critical length
REarth) the plate-mantle coupling changes and the
plate velocity drastically diminishes. We find that
the transition for a homogeneous all mantle is
around the threshold value Llitho = REarth, implying that a smaller value, roughly corresponding to
twice the thickness of the uppermost layer (for
9 of 29
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Figure 4. Three-dimensional mantle flow reconstructed for two rectangular plates, both with a width equal to Earth
radius (W = 1). (top) The flow for a plate length that is 1 times the Earth radius (L = 1); (bottom) the oblique view of
the flow with a plate whose length is 2 times the Earth radius (L = 2). The shorter plate displays a distinct induced cell
in the mantle flow. The strong mantle flow induces the eye of the vortex close to the end of the plate. Figure 4 (bottom)
shows a more complex scenario in which the flow only partially raises back forming a cell, and partially flows laterally
to the plate, in proximity to the core. This implies that a long plate will undergo a stronger basal friction, in case of full
plate-mantle coupling (i.e., no low-viscosity zone at the base of the plate).
644
645
646

example, Llitho = 2TUpperMantle  1300 km for a
strongly upper-lower mantle viscosity transition) is
expected for a strongly layered mantle.

647 [31] From this observation we conclude that a
648 very wide plate will tend to break or fragment for
649 lengths beyond REarth, when the entire mantle is
650 involved in its motion, if the stresses involved are
651 sufficiently high. Such stresses can be calculated

straightforwardly from the model outcomes. For a
lithosphere of viscosity about two orders of magnitude more viscous than the mantle, the plate
velocity completely decays from the trench to a
distance of REarth, therefore taking the sinking
velocity of the order of the one of the Pacific plate
VPacific = 10 cm/yr), one obtains an average lithospheric strain rate equal to ɛ = VPacific/REarth =
(3  109/6  106) s1 = 5  1016. Assuming a
10 of 29
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Figure 5. Average plateness versus plate length. Summary of the plateness (see method to see how it is calculated)
for the models with homogeneous mantle and few models with a nonhomogeneous mantle to show the similar pattern.
The main feature is the flat behavior for slab length inferior to Earth radius when the plateness is maximum and relatively independent from plate length. Above the Earth radius threshold, the plateness drops drastically and steadily.
This phenomenon remains also for different plate viscosities and thicknesses, while it is strongly perturbed by a high
upper-lower mantle viscosity jump, as better shown in Figure 6.
661
662
663
664
665
666
667
668
669

lithospheric rheology 100 times higher of the
mantle, and a mantle one of 1021 Pas, the emerging lithospheric stresses are of the order of
2hlithoɛ = 2  1023  5  1016 Pa = 100 MPa,
which are slightly less of the typical rupture
stresses found in global plate tectonic models for
estimating the “rupture stress” in tectonic systems
[Regenauer-Lieb et al., 2001; Tackley, 2000b;
Trompert and Hansen, 1998].

670 [32] A second increase of RMS deviation (and
671 therefore drop in plateness) occurs laterally from
672 the plate axis. We find that this is due to three
673 superimposed effects: (1) for very wide plates the
674 speed of the plate at its lateral edges is much lower
675 due to the constant angular velocity but minor dis676 tance from the Euler axis (v = w  r); (2) wider
677 plates display a larger change in the flow direction
678 at the plate sides toward the center of the trench,
679 generating a “sinking” effect that diminishes pla680 teness; (3) the wider the plate is, the less is its
681 coherence, because the stresses decay with the
682 distance.

3.2. Role of Plate Viscosity and of Mantle
Layering

683
684

[33] We repeated a selected set of the above sub- 685

duction models, testing plate viscosity values
(hlitho) of 100, 200 and 500 times the upper mantle,
and lower-upper mantle viscosity ratio l between 1
and 80 (see Table 3 for a detailed list of the performed models). The resulting plateness versus
Llitho and plateness versus l are shown in Figures 5
and 6, respectively. Comparing the two plots shows
that the strong dependency of plateness from Llitho
and the weak one from Wlitho is here confirmed, but
it tends to break down for high l. In fact, from
Figure 6 clearly emerges that the plateness decays
increasing l when l is about above 10. This result
is further analyzed in section 5.

686
687
688
689
690
691
692
693
694
695
696
697
698

[34] A careful investigation of the causes of such 699

behavior for each model indicates that for l = 5 and
less the plate sinks in a similar way as for a
homogeneous mantle, while for values of l = 10
and above the trench exhibits a laterally heterogeneous behavior, partially advancing and partially
11 of 29
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t3:1
t3:2

Table 3. List of the Values Chosen for Each Rectangular
Plate Model

t3:4

Model

Llitho

Wlitho

hlitho

l = hLM/hUM

t3:5
t3:6
t3:7
t3:8
t3:9
t3:10
t3:11
t3:12
t3:13
t3:14
t3:15
t3:16
t3:17
t3:18
t3:19
t3:20
t3:21
t3:22
t3:23
t3:24
t3:25
t3:26
t3:27
t3:28
t3:29
t3:30
t3:31
t3:32
t3:33
t3:34
t3:35
t3:36
t3:37
t3:38

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
500.0
100.0
100.0
100.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
500.0
500.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0

1.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
40.0
80.0
1.0
2.0
3.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
5.0
10.0
20.0
40.0
80.0
5.0
10.0
1.0
3.0
5.0
10.0

705
706
707
708
709
710
711
712
713
714
715
716
717
718
719

retreating, depending on the plate width and
strength. This result is an agreement with the
complex trench morphology found in the work of
Stegman et al. [2006] for plates up to 8000 km, but
it shows here that for wider plates the advancing
versus retreating pattern is not from the edges versus the slab center, but it has a specific lengthscale,
of the order of the Earth radius. Two examples of
the trench morphology after a long subduction time
are illustrated in Figure 7, exactly for the cases
(Wlitho = 1; Llitho = 2) and (Wlitho = 2; Llitho = 1).
We therefore find that one order of magnitude of
lower-upper mantle viscosity ratio l is the critical
value for observing a strong tectonic effect of
mantle layering.

720 [35] Finally, we also observe a milder, but clear
721 influence of the plate viscosity hlitho on plateness.
722 In particular, we notice a general tendency of the

10.1029/2011GC003843

strong plates to display higher values of plateness,
and we also find that stronger plates display a larger
spectrum of plateness values. A detailed analysis of
the models displaying such pattern has shown that a
very low plateness was observed in correspondence
to strong trench migration, in particular the higher
the viscosity, the more common is observing
advancing trenches. This observation is coherent
with laboratory experiments [Bellahsen et al., 2005].

723
724
725
726
727
728
729
730
731

3.3. Subduction Simulations of
Reconstructed Plates

732
733

[36] In most papers treating the dynamics of sub- 734

duction the downgoing plate has a very simple
geometry, usually derived from a rectangular shape.
In our setup the small-scale variations of the plate
morphology play a negligible role in the dynamics
of subduction. The model starting from reconstructed geometries in fact shows how only the first
order complexities due to the plate shape influence
the outcoming plate kinematics.

735
736
737
738
739
740
741
742

[37] We started the models with two distinct 743

reconstructed geometries (Quevedo et al., manuscript in preparation, 2012), 25 Myr before present
and before 100 Ma, respectively, running the
models for at least 250 time steps, equivalent to 10–
20 Myr (depending on the assumed upper mantle
viscosity, see time stepping in methods for more
details), allowing our models to reach the conditions in proximity to the 100 Ma reorganization and
to present time. We found that this was always
sufficient to reach a stable solution, determined by
the reorganization of the morphology of the subducted slabs. However, we stress here that this is
not a steady state solution, as the system is not
expected to reach such state. In the present configuration the main four subducting plates are Pacific,
Nazca, Australia and Philippines while at 10 Ma
they were Izanagi, Farallon, Phoenix, and India.
The plate configurations in these two periods are
exceptionally different. The size of the four main
plates at 100 Ma is very close, while at present time
are strongly differentiated. The causes of this difference are covered in a companion paper (G.
Morra et al., Hierarchical self-organization of tectonic plates, submitted to Nature Geoscience,
2012). The morphology of Izanagi, Farallon and
Phoenix plates at 100 Ma is comparable to the
model in Figure 3 (top right), as they subduct on
the long side and have a similar shape; India, on
the contrary, is a long narrow plate subducting
along its short side, like the one in Figure 3
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Figure 6. Average plateness versus upper-lower mantle viscosity jump. Two patterns emerge. The first is the systematic increase of plateness with the raise of plate viscosity, which is a predictable consequence of the strength of the
plate. The second is a critical behavior of the plateness versus viscosity jump. This is indicated by the bluish area
and shows that until about a viscosity ratio of 10 the plateness, and therefore the surface expression of plate tectonics,
shows a small sensibility from the l, while for greater values of l, the plateness dramatically drops to a new plateau
that indicates a strongly deformed plate. In fact, as displayed in Figure 7 for such values of l, the morphology of the
trench becomes highly heterogeneous and assumes advancing and retreating modes. On the contrary, when the upperlower mantle viscosity jump is less than 10, the plate simply subducts in the lower mantle, although at lower speed.

Figure 7. Plots depicting the trench and slab morphology of plates subducting in a strongly layered mantle. (top and
middle) These plots represent subduction of a plate with width equal to one time (W = 1) and twice Earth radius
(W = 2), respectively. The morphology as displayed by the sections shows an oscillation between advancing and
retreating trenches, with a length scale of the order of 1 (REarth). (bottom) These plots clarify the mechanism
behind this dynamics: the initial pinning of the slab in the lower mantle, combined with the lack of space at depth
due to the Earth sphericity induces plate folding, as already suggested in the work of Morra et al. [2009].
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(bottom left). The morphology of the plates at
present is very heterogeneous: the Pacific plate is
much bigger than all the other plates in the present
and past times; Australia, Nazca and Philippines are
of gradually decreasing size; Australia has the shape
of a wide rectangle, and Nazca and Philippines are
relatively square. The results of the rectangular
plates already illustrate how the geometrical differences play a major role in controlling regional geodynamics of the very big plates, we expect these
differences to appear in the global models.

10.1029/2011GC003843

trench position is very low. However, because
trench migration is, averaged in the long-term, a
minor component of plate motion [Goes et al.,
2011; Sdrolias and Müller, 2006; Torsvik et al.,
2008], we are allowed to analyze only plate kinematics, as commonly done in global geodynamic
models emerging from the pull of the subducted slab
[Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002]. As the slab
pull is controlling plate motion, and it is determined
by the plate’s history, such comparisons can be seen
as tests the quality of the plate reconstruction itself.

824
825
826
827
828
829
830
831
832
833
834

[40] Figure 8 illustrates models of plate velocities 835
785
786

4. Modeled Plate Velocities Versus Plate
Kinematics

787 [38] With the exception of the Pacific plates, a very
788 high plateness characterizes all the modeled sub789 ducting plates, with a low RMS deviation from the
790 best fitting rigid velocity. This is coherent with the
791 expectations of the rectangular plate models. We
792 therefore focus on the match between the recon793 structed and modeled velocities, and whether the
794 purely dynamic numerical models (i.e., without any
795 kinematic imposition) are able to match the plate
796 velocities. In particular we do not attempt to match
797 plate velocities changing plate rheology or mantle
798 rheology, as the number of parameters available
799 would certainly allow us to match the available
800 observables with a large set of parameters values,
801 but without gaining any particular physical insight;
802 instead we compare the direction of motion of the
803 simplest model characterized by a uniform highly
804 viscous lithosphere above a homogeneous mantle
805 down to the core with the observed (present) or
806 reconstructed (100 Ma) direction of motion. Such a
807 match is obtained by calculating the best fitting
808 Euler pole of the deforming modeled plates (not
809 being rigid) and normalizing (scaling) the average
810 plate speed. In this way we characterize which plate
811 motions are compatible with the modeled slab pull
812 and which are not.
813 [39] We do not attempt to model plate boundary
814 migration, for two reasons: the trench motion in our
815 numerical models is strongly dependent on free
816 model parameters and the reconstructed plate
817 boundaries are uncertain due to the assumption of
818 undeformabale shape, introducing a substantial
819 error in the location of the boundary far in the past.
820 Furthermore, the main outcome of the model is plate
821 velocity direction. Furthermore, our understanding
822 (and the quality of the model) of trench migration is
823 very poor, therefore, our ability to exactly model

at the present time with a homogeneous mantle
(l = 1) focusing on the largest four subducting
plates: Australia, Nazca, Philippines, and Pacific.
Three models for a fully coupled mantle simulation
are shown. A rough modeled plate velocity of all
the plates together (Figure 8, top), where the outcome of the collective plate motion shows a strong
hampering of the plate velocity due to basal drag,
and the Pacific plate is much slower than observed,
suggesting the necessity of a strong low viscosity
zone, as suggested by past mantle convection
[Tackley, 2000a] and global geodynamic models
[Becker, 2006]. We compare this model with the
separate simulation of subduction of the four main
plates: Australia, Nazca, Philippines, and Pacific.
The intensity of the velocities shown in Figure 8
(middle) is renormalized (not affecting the direction), in order to focus on the observed magnitude
of plate velocity, as opposed to the direction.
Physically this is equivalent to adapting an ad hoc
(different plate by plate) low-viscosity zone at the
base of each plate, or to remodulate slab pull in
function of whether the slabs are coherent, or to
inhibit the pull of the slabs in the lower mantle.
This allows us to observe that the kinematically
modeled direction of plate motion is fairly similar
to the observed one, with some stronger discrepancies for the Pacific plate. Finally in the last
plot (Figure 8, bottom) we show the renormalized
arrows of the same flow of Figure 8 (top), allowing
us to directly compare the results with the model
(Figure 8, middle). In addition to the reasonably
good agreement with kinematically modeled plate
motion, we observe that the interaction between the
motion of the Pacific and Indian plates changes
their plate motion direction remarkably, indicating
an intense interaction between plates through a
collectively driven mantle flow. The full study of
the entire parameter space related to the reconstructed models will require modulating plate
buoyancy, plate viscosity and upper-lower plate
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Figure 8. Comparison of the modeled velocity vectors (red) for present plate geometries. Three models are shown.
(top) The rough plate velocity outcome for the model of the collective plate motion (i.e., one simulation embedding all
the plates), where we observe that the biggest plates, move slower as the basal drag is greater. (middle) The outcome of
the separate plate motion for each of Australia, Nazca, Philippines, and Pacific plates (i.e., the subduction of each of
these plates is modeled without the presence of the other plates). Here the velocity is renormalized in order to match
the observed intensity of plate velocity, so the only information arising from the models is the direction. (bottom) The
collective plate motion of the top, but with rescaled velocities. Besides the more or less good agreement with plate
motion, we observe the interaction between the motion of the Pacific and Indian plates, whose direction converge
when modeled collectively.

877
878

viscosity ratio, and is the topic of a forthcoming
work, now in preparation.

879 [41] Focusing on the 100 Ma plate reorganization,
880 Figures 9 and 10 display the results of the com881 parison of reconstructed versus modeled plate
882 velocities and slab morphology for the India and
883 Izanagi plates around 100 Ma. In Figure 9, the blue
884 arrows represent the single plate velocity (i.e., the
885 velocity of each plate modeled separately) while the
886 green arrows the coupled system (i.e., the velocity
887 of each plate when one model with the two plates
888 simultaneously are performed). Differently from
889 the present-day models, we investigate here both
890 the role of plate rheology and mantle layering. We
891 observe a systematic agreement between the
892 reconstructed and modeled plate velocities for
893 India, while there is a systematic discrepancy
894 between modeled and reconstructed velocities for

the Izanagi plate. This discrepancy does not necessary imply that the model is wrong, as the
reconstructed kinematics from 125 to 80 Ma
undergoes a strong 180 degrees rotation, and the
reconstructions of absolute plate motions at that
time are constrained by sparse data only. We
observe furthermore that the global plate reconstruction goes through a switch of reference frame
at exactly 100 Ma, which add uncertainties to the
reconstruction [Wessel and Kroenke, 2008; Mjelde
and Faleide, 2009]. It is in fact unknown to what
extent the fixed hot spot hypothesis holds for this
time period, and so far no reliable geodynamic
models have been developed to test Pacific hot spot
fixity for times before 80 Ma.

895
896
897
898
899
900
901
902
903
904
905
906
907
908
909

[42] The most important outcome of this model is 910

the robust detection of an interaction between India 911
and Izanagi plates. We always observe a change of 912
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Figure 9. Comparison of reconstructed versus modeled plate velocities for India and Izanagi around 100 Ma. Blue
arrows represent the single plate velocity while the green arrows the coupled system. Reconstructed velocities for India
are reproduced properly, while there is a systematic discrepancy between modeled and reconstructed 100 Ma velocities. This discrepancy does not necessary implies that the model is wrong, as the reconstructed kinematics from 125 to
80 Ma undergo a strong 180 degrees rotation that probably requires better constrains. Furthermore, the reconstruction
undergoes a switch of reference frame at exactly 100 Ma, which add uncertainties to the validity of the reconstruction
velocities. In this sense, the modeled velocities are probably more reliable. The most important result is the deviation
between coupled and uncoupled plate motion. In fact, this difference proves that the plates interact with each other.
This interaction is a strong candidate to explain the globalization of the 100 Ma plate reorganization that started in
the Indian basin.
913
914
915
916
917
918
919
920
921
922
923
924
925

plate motion from single to coupled configurations
for any condition, with an homogeneous (l = 1) or
layered mantle (l = 5), and a plate viscosity varying
from hlitho = 200 to hlitho = 500. We do not know
which triggering event initiated the change of
direction of motion of the Indian plate, however our
results indicate that Indian and Izanagi slabs interacted and that such interaction had to reflect into
surface plate motion. Therefore when one of the
two plates changed its kinematic, this must have
reflected to the change in the other plate, producing
the propagation of the 100 Ma plate reorganization
of India to the Pacific Basin [Veevers, 2000].

926 [43] In Figure 10 we show more in detail the mor927 phology of the subducted slabs associated with the
928 Izanagi and India plates. We observe that in all
929 models, although hampered for very strong plates
930 and a layered mantle, the slabs exhibit a reciprocal
931 dynamic attraction, clearly induced by a “hydro932 dynamic” effect involving mantle flow. The effect
933 on the surface, on trench migration, of this inter934 action is the symmetry of the spins (rotations) of the
935 two plates, rotating India in clockwise direction,
936 while Izanagi in anti-clockwise direction. We sug937 gest that these rotations are responsible of the
938 symmetry observed in the hot spot tracks (Pacific)
939 and fracture zone bends (Indian plate) observed for

the period 120–80 Ma. This is discussed more in 940
depth in the next section.
941

5. Discussion

942

[44] Several studies have been carried out focusing 943

on the interaction between global mantle flow and
plate tectonics, assuming a knowledge of the kinematic history on the Earth surface, either studying
the feedback between mantle flow and plate motion
[Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998] or
parameterizing slab pull as plate boundary force
[Conrad and Lithgow-Bertelloni, 2002] or through
a search through a set of rheological parameters
aiming at the best fitting of observed kinematics
[Stadler et al., 2010]. Most global models rely on
physically simpler rheologies than regional ones.
Furthermore, regional models allow higher resolutions, which in turn facilitate an analysis of the
effect of sharp material transitions such as in
proximity of a subducting slab. Global models,
however, have offered a great opportunity for testing geological hypothesis [Jiménez-Munt and Platt,
2006; Bunge and Grand, 2000], plate reconstructions [Steinberger et al., 2004], the causes of the
present lithospheric stress state [Lithgow-Bertelloni
and Guynn, 2004], or for attempting a statistical
16 of 29
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Figure 10. Comparison of the models of about 100 Ma, subduction of Izanagi and India, in the period around
100 Ma. We compared the single plate subduction (green) with the coupled model (yellow) for 4 configurations
characterized by either a strongly layered mantle, or a homogeneous mantle, and a plate viscosity either 200 times
the upper mantle, or 500 times. We argue that this plate rotation was responsible for the slow rotation of Indian
plate and Izanagi plate (now evident only in the hot spot bend in the Pacific plate) that characterizes the 100 Ma
plate reorganization.
965
966
967
968
969
970
971
972
973

global analysis of the regional behavior of each
subduction zone [Heuret et al., 2007; Schellart
et al., 2008]. Yet, these results have left undisclosed much about the physical nature of plate tectonics, either due to the use of imposed kinematic
reconstructions as boundary conditions [Han and
Gurnis, 1999] or due to approximated implementation of subduction zones [Conrad and LithgowBertelloni, 2002].

974 [45] Our methodological approach is based on par975 ticularly simplified assumptions for lithosphere and
976 mantle rheologies, i.e., a linear viscosity for each
977 domain. Although this is a major assumption
978 compared to the complications of the physics of
979 tectonics, this “mean-field” approach has the

advantage to lead to an understanding of the
meaning of the few observables that are available
from plate reconstructions, without the need of
excessive parameter fitting. In fact our simple setup
is easily interpreted in physical terms, and the origin of the discrepancies between our models and
kinematic models indicate the presence and
importance of finer tectonic details. Based on this
approach four main interpretations of our models
are proposed here.

980
981
982
983
984
985
986
987
988
989

5.1. Plate Fragmentation

990

[46] The reconstruction of plate boundaries in the 991

past 200 Myr shows that there are strong regulari- 992
ties in size and shapes of the tectonic plates, 993
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however the origin of the size and morphology of
such plates is in many ways mysterious. Several
authors have emphasized that there are two plate
categories, one composed of “large” plates, whose
size is of the same order of mantle thickness, and a
second composed of “small” plates, whose size is
much smaller than any convective cell [Anderson,
2002; Bird, 2003; Sornette and Pisarenko, 2003].
The rectangular plate models, having sizes varying
between 0.5 and 2 times REarth, belong to the first
category.

1005 [47] We have calculated the local plateness of each
1006 rectangular plate and shown that it displays a peak
1007 at around Llitho = REarth. The existence of such
1008 general patterns has been confirmed by the super1009 position of the results of the models of plates with
1010 different width (Figure 5), and different plate vis1011 cosity (Figure 6). We find that the stability of pla1012 teness for plate lengths below two times mantle
1013 thickness and the decay for greater lengths is
1014 associated with a change in the plate mantle cou1015 pling. In detail, when the plate is no longer than
1016 6000 km, the advective flow induced by the sinking
1017 slab generates a uniform drag below the plate, like a
1018 channel, therefore the plate moves faster and uni1019 formly, inducing the maximum plateness. For
1020 greater lengths, instead, the induced flow from the
1021 sinking plate induces a smaller convective cells
1022 compared to the plate length, and therefore the drag
1023 below the plate opposes the plate motion, inducing
1024 the observed decay in plate velocity and plateness
1025 (Figure 5).
1026 [48] While the amount of decay of plateness might
1027 rescale with the addition of a LVZ at the base of
1028 each plate, necessary to justify the high velocities
1029 of the Pacific plate, the basal friction at the base of
1030 the plate maintains its proportionality with plate
1031 length Llitho. We therefore argue that there exists a
1032 natural length scale for the size of the plate, which
1033 is about two times the mantle thickness Llitho =
1034 REarth. This result is an agreement with the stati1035 stical evidence that plate size for the greatest 6–
1036 8 plates is approximately this value [Anderson,
1037 2002; Bird, 2003]. Furthermore this agrees
1038 with the observed plate fragmentation in the last
1039 200 Myr, i.e., after the breakup of Pangea. In fact,
1040 while continental breakup is due to the rifting fol1041 lowed by a ridge formation, the rupture of an oce1042 anic plate is a rare event, related to different
1043 conditions: plate reconstructions show that the all
1044 the episodes of fragmentation of an oceanic plate
1045 have happened in what is presently the Pacific

10.1029/2011GC003843

Ocean. We argue that this has happened because 1046
only in this basin the critical plate size, REarth, has 1047
been reached.
1048
[49] In more detail, the appearance of mid ocean 1049

ridges in oceanic plates can be fundamentally
grouped in two categories, one in which a plate
fragments through the appearance of a ridge normal
to the trench (e.g., Kula from Farallon) or parallel to
the trench (e.g., the ridges that appear in the Indian
plate between 140 and 100 Ma). If we assume that
the main force driving plates is slab pull, we find
that the first category of new ridges appears parallel
to the main stress direction, while the second
appears normal to it. The plot showing the distribution of plateness in our models offers a key to
explain both phenomena:

1050
1051
1052
1053
1054
1055
1056
1057
1058
1059
1060
1061

1. If a plate is very short (in length) but very
wide, strong mantle layering will induce folding of
the trench as shown in Figure 7, triggering opposing advancing and retreating trench migration and
inducing lateral tensile stresses by the difficulty to
maintain plate rigidity due to the Earth sphericity
for plates width Wlitho above REarth. Such behavior
has been already observed in mud and other tensile
stress dominated fracture systems [Sammis and
Ben-Zion, 2008; Bonnet et al., 2001].

1062
1063
1064
1065
1066
1067
1068
1069
1070
1071

2. If a plate is very long, beyond the critical
length Llitho = REarth, the motion of the mantle does
not sustain the plate’s motion, and the drag below
the plate will induce the system toward naturally
developing a new trench-parallel ridge at that critical distance; an examples of this kind of fragmentation is the appearance of the Indian plate
around 125 Ma, but also the appearance of the three
ridges bounding the Pacific plate at its inception,
and possibly even the breakup of the African from
the South American one.

1072
1073
1074
1075
1076
1077
1078
1079
1080
1081
1082

[50] The only exception to this scenario is the pre- 1083

sent Pacific plate, which reached its maximum size
at around 55 Ma, and whose size is still beyond the
critical values we find. We propose two possible
explanations for this anomaly. The first is based on
several lines of evidence suggesting that the Pacific
plate is in the process of breaking up. These are the
observation of an increasing distance between key
fracture zones [Goodwillie and Parsons, 1992] and
the emplacement of volcanic ridges without age
progression along a possible lithospheric crack
[Sandwell et al., 1995]. Although such volcanic
ridges may also indicate the presence of small scale
convection at the base of the plate [Ballmer et al.,
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2007], their orientation and regularity is always
stimulated by an extensional regime, as predicted by
our model (Figure 7). This interpretation has been
recently disputed [Forsyth et al., 2006] based on the
lack of observations of faulting or graben formation;
however, given that our model predicts a slow
decrease of plate-mantle coupling, and consequently a very broad region of elastic stresses, this
might help in reconciling the two interpretations.

1106 [51] A second scenario emerges from the possibility
1107 that our assumption of full lithosphere-mantle
1108 coupling is incorrect. Numerical models of spon1109 taneous plate tectonics advocate for the necessity of
1110 a plate-mantle decoupling, probably due to a low1111 viscosity zone at the base of the plates, to fit the
1112 observed poloidal-toroidal ratio of reconstructed
1113 plate velocities [Tackley, 2000a]. Our rectangular
1114 models show that the only plate for which such
1115 plate-mantle decoupling is required is the Pacific
1116 one, since otherwise its high plate velocity cannot
1117 be justified (Figure 8). As we will explain in the
1118 next section, such decoupling is not required for
1119 smaller plates.
1120

5.2. Strong or Weak Plate-Mantle Coupling

1121 [52] The main observation arising from the rectan1122 gular plate models of subduction in a homogeneous
1123 mantle (l = 1) is that for equivalent slab pull (all
1124 models have an equally long and thick slab attached
1125 to the plate), the length of the plates (end to the
1126 trench distance) determines the speed of subduction
1127 if Llitho is above the value REarth. Below this length
1128 the slab pull uniquely determines the plate speed, as
1129 already shown in many numerical models
1130 [Funiciello et al., 2003b; Schellart, 2005; Stegman
1131 et al., 2006; Capitanio et al., 2007; Loiselet et al.,
1132 2009] and also fitting quite well natural observa1133 tions [Goes et al., 2008]. We refine the geodynamic
1134 models that require a viscous decoupling between
1135 mantle and plate [Becker, 2006; Tackley, 2000a],
1136 and we find that a low-viscosity zone is only nec1137 essary at the base of the Pacific plate and not for all
1138 the other oceanic plates, which have sizes below or
1139 close to REarth. This result is at odds with Conrad
1140 and Lithgow-Bertelloni [2002], who emphasize
1141 the role of the slab pull in controlling plate motion,
1142 but does not require a low-viscosity zone below the
1143 Pacific plate as we instead do.
1144 [53] We have chosen to consider Euler stage poles
1145 orientation, i.e., the direction of plate motion and
1146 not its magnitude, as the former is controlled by the
1147 chosen 1-D profile of the mantle [Goes et al., 2008;
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Cammarano et al., 2010], due to the predominance
of the dissipation in the mantle during the subduction process. Because the 1-D profile is still largely
unknown, we believe that plate motion direction
can be simply obtained from modeling slab pull
and from the influence of slab-slab interaction, at
least for the largest plates. At smaller scales, we
believe that the inter-plate interaction will be more
important, in particular through a complex timedependent and strongly varying regional evolution.

1148
1149
1150
1151
1152
1153
1154
1155
1156
1157

[54] The results of rectangular and global recon- 1158

structed plate models show that taking account of
the entire tectonic tessellation is essential to obtain
a proper representation of the flow within the platemantle system. We want to stress that this is not in
contradiction with the subduction models that have
emphasized the role of the 660 km discontinuity. It
is well-supported by mantle tomography that all the
large slabs above a critical size (several times wider
of 600 km, as all the ones that we have modeled
here) have actually crossed the upper-lower mantle
discontinuity, even when the timing and mechanism of this process is only partially understood
[Goes et al., 2008]. We therefore modeled only the
largest scale flow, which is responsible of linking
the regional with the global scale. Further research
is necessary to model the details of the regional
scale, such as the trench migration and the interaction of the slab with a complex transition zone.
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5.3. The “100 Ma” Plate Reorganization

1177

[55] While the well known plate reorganization 1178

associated with the 50 Ma bend of hot spots tracks
such as the Hawaii-Emperor seamount chain has
been intensively investigated [Whittaker et al.,
2007; Tarduno et al., 2009], the other major
global plate reorganization that characterizes the
last 200 Myr, has received less attention. This event
happened approximately during the Cretaceous
Normal Superchron (CNS) [Wessel et al., 2006] at
around 100 Ma and is therefore sometimes referred
to as the “99 Ma” plate reorganization [Veevers,
2000]. A global analysis of the bends in fracture
zones in the all ocean basins formed during the
CNS (120–83 Ma), together with seafloor spreading rate estimates for ocean floor formed at that
time, results in dating estimates ranging 3–8 Myr
between four separate locations in the Indian Ocean
where the bend is well expressed (K. Matthews
et al., manuscript in preparation, 2012). In addition,
the hot spot track bend around 100 Ma in the Pacific
plate is much less distinct, suggesting that the reorganization started from an abrupt event involving
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the Indian plate and propagated to Izanagi and the
Pacific plates.

1202 [56] While the slowness of the propagation of the
1203 reorganization from the regional to the global scale
1204 is in agreement with prior studies of mantle flow,
1205 which predict slow reorganization [King et al.,
1206 2002], our models directly offer an explanation
1207 for the “globalization” of the event, which propa1208 gated from an initial event related to the Indian
1209 basin, to a following rotation of the Pacific plate.
1210 Starting from reconstructed geometries of 125 Ma,
1211 just before the 100 Ma reorganization begins, our
1212 models show that slabs attached to two large plates
1213 in the same hemisphere (India and Izanagi) interact
1214 through the induced mantle flow by the sinking of
1215 the associated slabs. Figures 9 and 10 show very
1216 clearly how this slab-slab coupling generates a lat1217 eral gradient of drag on the slabs themselves,
1218 inducing a toroidal movement on the surface of the
1219 attached plates, which corresponds to the estimated
1220 anti-clockwise rotation seen in the hot spot trace in
1221 the Pacific and to the simultaneous clockwise
1222 rotation of the fracture zones in the Indian plate.
1223 [57] The observation of the broad Pacific hot spot
1224 track bend and of the narrow bend of the fracture
1225 zones in the Indian plate suggests that our mantle1226 mediated mechanism of propagation of reorgani1227 zation offers both a justification of the different
1228 speed of the two rotations, which are otherwise
1229 perfectly coherent in direction and timing, and a
1230 general mechanism to understand how plate reor1231 ganizations, such as the one of 50 Ma, may become
1232 global, although initially originate regionally. Our
1233 models show that a “hydrodynamic” pull existed
1234 between the Indian and Izanagi plates assuming a
1235 sufficiently layered mantle (viscosity ratio of 5) and
1236 based on their reconstructed configuration (trenches
1237 facing each other. More tests are presented by
1238 G. Morra and F. Funiciello (manuscript in prepara1239 tion, 2012). This attraction has likely played a
1240 leading role in the simultaneous reorganization of
1241 the two plates. It is however not clear yet which
1242 mechanism has triggering the initiation of the reor1243 ganization, possibly being the subduction of a ridge
1244 or a continent fragment.

1245

6. Conclusions

1246 [58] We show here how with a pure boundary ele1247 ment method based software, called “bemEarth,”
1248 based on a fast multipole algorithm, we are able to
1249 solve the momentum equation and simulate the
1250 coupled regional-global geodynamics in a 3-D
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spherical setting. This approach is much faster then
the classical finite difference and finite element
methods, allows an easier implementation of a free
surface, but can be very complex to implement.
Special ad hoc formulations (see Appendix A)
are also necessary for treating nonhomogeneous
domains. We show that plate geometries and
velocities at present and past times, extracted from
plate reconstructions with the GPlates software, can
be transformed into space domains with different
densities and viscosities, which was in turn sufficient to create models for large-scale Earth evolution that overall match kinematically modeled
plate velocities.

1251
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1253
1254
1255
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1257
1258
1259
1260
1261
1262
1263
1264

[59] An analysis of the subduction in an homoge- 1265

neous mantle (l = 1) of very large rectangular
plates, with length and width varying between one
and four times the mantle thickness, shows that
when the plate size in the direction of convergence
(Llitho) is below about Earth radius (REarth), the
velocity of plate motion is completely driven by
slab pull and the length of the plate plays a minor
role, while for greater plates plate speed reduces
dramatically, of over 50% for Llitho = 2REarth. Plate
width instead exerts little influence on plate speed.
An analysis of the mantle flow induced by the plate
subduction shows that this effect is related to the
size of the induced cell in the mantle, and that
above this threshold mantle flow opposes plate
advancing, while below it the slab induced mantle
flow accommodates plate motion.
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[60] We observe that the pattern described above is 1282

interrupted when mantle layering is strong enough.
For l = 10 and above, the plateness decays strongly
with mantle layering, indicating a lateral heterogeneous behavior (Figure 6). Furthermore for a
strongly layered mantle very wide plates display
lateral folding along the trench and naturally both
trench retreat and advance, in accordance with the
results of Stegman et al. [2006], and trench advance
for very strong plates (viscosity above 500). This
result suggests that the subduction of very wide
plates in a strongly layered mantle is characterized
by fast opening and closing of back-arc basins. In
the long-term, any given slab penetrates into the
lower mantle, possibly after buckling, and its slow
sinking in the lower mantle then creates a slow flow
described by the scenarios based on a homogeneous
mantle, as for lower strain rates upper lower mantle
decoupling is expected to be less intense.
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[61] When translated into plotting local plateness, 1301

we therefore find that several mechanisms trigger 1302
low plateness conditions, which we interpret as 1303
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“tendency toward fragmentation.” These results
have implications for the origin and evolution of
the sizes of the largest plates on the Earth: an oceanic plate will tend to fragment, opening a new
mid-oceanic ridge, for sizes around Llitho = Wlitho =
REarth in the direction of extension, either normal or
parallel to the motion. Such results integrate well
with the statistics of large plates arising from the
plate statistics of the past 150 Myr (G. Morra et al.,
submitted manuscript, 2012).

1314 [62] The application of our model to the large-scale
1315 reconstructed plate tessellation at 25 and 125 Ma
1316 shows how the pull due to the slabs derived only by
1317 plate history is able to reproduce most of the
1318 observed plate motion for the largest subducting
1319 plates, which are the fastest moving plates on the
1320 Earth, although a low-viscosity zone is required to
1321 justify the high velocities of the Pacific plate.
1322 [63] The models starting from the 125 Ma config1323 uration offer new insights into the nature of the
1324 global plate reorganization at 100 Ma. The deep
1325 mantle interaction between the subducting slabs of
1326 the Indian and Izanagi plates is able to transmit the
1327 reorganization of the Indian plate to the Izanagi and
1328 Pacific plates. The interaction between the slabs can
1329 have also driven the system toward instability,
1330 through a hydrodynamic attraction between the two
1331 sinking slabs, as common in low Reynolds number
1332 hydrodynamic [Manga and Stone, 1995].

1333
1334

Appendix A: Approximated Boundary
Integrals for Nonhomogeneous Fluids

1335 [64] We show in this appendix first how to obtain
1336 equation (4), then how we perturbed it to consider
1337 the nonhomogeneous radial profile and finally how
1338 we estimate the associated error. The original inte1339 gral equation obtained by Ladyzhenskaya [1963]
Z
1
ui ðxÞ þ
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D
Z
1
¼
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8pm ∂D

ðA1Þ
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at the right hand side, to facilitate their manipula- 1347
tion. We stress that the normal is always toward 1348
outside ∂D:
1349
Z
1
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8pm ∂D
Z
1

Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D
Z
1
ui ðxÞ ¼
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8plm ∂D
Z
1
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
þ
8p ∂D

ui ðxÞ ¼ 

where xo indicates a different point for the two
equations. If we let xo collapsing on the boundary
∂D, Ladyzhenskaya [1963, p. 75] shows that when
x ∉ ∂D a limit (jump) condition can be established and the two above equations become (see
also Pozrikidis [1992, chap. 3] for a rigorous
demonstration)

1350
1351
1352
1353
1354
1355

Z
1
1
ui ðxÞ ¼ 
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
2
8pm ∂D
Z
1

Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D
Z
1
1
ui ðxÞ ¼
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
2
8plm ∂D
Z
1
þ
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D

now xo coincides for both equations, hence combining them linearly (see Rallison and Acrivos
[1978, equations (3)–(8)] for even more details)
we obtain

1356
1357
1358
1359

Z
1þl
1
Dfi ðxÞGij ðx; xo ÞdS ðxÞ
uj ðxo Þ ¼
2
8pm ∂D
Z
1l
ui ðxÞnout

k ðxÞTijk ðx; xo ÞdS ðxÞ ðA2Þ
8p ∂D

where the double layer appears only when the
viscosity inside and outside ∂D is different. Dfi
represents the jump in the traction between inside
and outside the boundary:

1360
1361
1362
1363

out
in
in
Dfi ðxÞ ¼ sout
ik ðxÞnk ðxÞ þ sik ðxÞnk ðxÞ
 out

out
¼ s ðxÞ  sin
ik ðxÞ nk ðxÞ:

represents the velocity u(x) for each point x inside
the domain D, where the viscosity is m. The integral
is calculated only on the boundary ∂D. Ladyzhenskaya has shown that u(x) = 0 when x ∉ D.

[66] An extensive literature on how to extrapolate 1364

1344 [65] If we define the viscosity outside the domain D
1345 as lm, we can rewrite the equation (1) inside and
1346 outside ∂D, respectively, and take all the integrals

the differential traction at boundaries for fluid- 1365
dynamic systems exists. In this work we will only 1366
employ Df(x) = Drg  xnout
i (x) defining the gravity 1367

1340
1341
1342
1343
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potential (more details can be found in the work of
Pozrikidis [1992]).

1370 [67] In this work a perturbed formulation of
1371 equation (A2) is adopted, in order to approximate to
1372 effect of a nonhomogeneous background viscosity,
1373 as shown in Figure 1a for a subducting slab through
1374 the upper-lower mantle. The new formulation can
1375 be obtained multiplying equation (A1) for the vis1376 cosity m and take the viscosity inside the double
1377 layer integral:
Z
1
mui ðxÞ þ
mTijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D
Z
1
¼
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D
1378
1379
1380
1381
1382
1383
1384
1385

1386
1387
1388
1389
1390
1391
1392

ðA3Þ

ðA4Þ

Clearly very refined heterogenities will require the
full integration of the involved volume. In fact we
apply this approach only to the system displayed in
Figure 1, characterized by a viscosity increase from
upper to lower mantle (from now on called m1 and
m2, with m2 > m1), and mlitho for the viscosity inside
the subducting plate.

1393 [68] Following now the same procedure used to
1394 obtain equations (A2) and (A4) can be written for
1395 the domain inside and outside ∂D and considering
1396 that the first term becomes 1/2 u(x) when x lies on
1397 the surface ∂D and calling g = m2/m1
Z
1
1
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
ui ðxÞ þ
2
8p ∂D1
Z
g
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
þ
8p ∂D2
Z
1
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
¼
8pm1 ∂D

for every x belonging to ∂D1 (upper mantle in 1398
Figure 1) and
1399
Z
1
1
gui ðxÞ þ
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
2
8p ∂D1
Z
g
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
þ
8p ∂D2
Z
1
¼
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8pm1 ∂D

ðA6Þ

for every x belonging to ∂D2 (lower mantle in 1400
Figure 1).
1401
[69] For the same integral inside the slab, and 1402

This formulation has a natural interpretation: the
viscosity is multiplied to the “target” velocity in
the first term of the RHS, while it is associated with
the “source” velocity inside the integral of the second term of the RHS. It is therefore natural to
consider the “natural extension” of the Boundary
Integral Equations for a nonhomogneous fluid
whose viscosity is expressed as m(x):
Z
1
mðxÞui ðxÞ þ
mðxÞTijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D
Z
1
¼
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D
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ðA5Þ

defining x = mlitho/m1, we get for every x on ∂D1 1403
that
Z
1
x
xui ðxÞ 
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
2
8p ∂D1 ∪∂D2
Z
1
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
¼
8pm1 ∂D

ðA7Þ

and for every x on ∂D2 (slab in the lower mantle in 1404
Figure 1)
Z
1
x
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
xui ðxÞ 
2
8p ∂D1 ∪∂D2
Z
1
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
¼
8pm1 ∂D

ðA8Þ

combining now linearly equations (A5) and (A7) in 1405
∂D1 and equations (A6) and (A8) in ∂D2, we obtain 1406
the final set of equations, respectively
1407
Z
1
1l
ð1 þ lÞui ðxÞ þ
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
2
8p ∂D1
Z
gl
þ
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D2
Z
1
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
¼
8pm1 ∂D

ðA9Þ

Z
1
1l
g ð1 þ lÞui ðxÞ þ
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
2
8p ∂D1
Z
gl
þ
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p ∂D2
Z
1
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
ðA10Þ
¼
8pm1 ∂D

Examples of the effects of the upper lower mantle 1408
viscosity ratio are represented in Figure A1. In 1409
order to understand how the boundary element 1410
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Figure A1. Comparison of three subduction models using the same setup of Figure D1, but varying the upper-lower
mantle viscosity ratio with the implementation illustrated in Appendix A.
1411
1412
1413
1414
1415
1416
1417
1418
1419
1420
1421
1422

method represents the far transmission of stress
between different domains, like the slab immersed
in the upper mantle, or in the lower mantle, it is
here instructive to analyze how equations (A9) and
(A10) simplify for the simple case of two different
viscosities, one for the upper and one for the lower
mantle (Figure 1). Natural values for x and g from
the literature are 100–500 and 10–30, respectively.
Exploiting that at the first order (1 + x) ≅ x,
(1  x)/(1 + x) ≅ 1 + 2/x ≅ 1 and (g  x)/
(1 + x) ≅1 + g/x for large values of g and g > x,
equations (A9) and (A10) collapse, respectively,
into
Z
1
1
ui ðxÞ 
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
2
8p ∂D1
Z
1  g=l

Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
8p
∂D2
Z
1
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
¼
8pm1 ð1 þ lÞ ∂D
Z
1
1
gui ðxÞ 
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
2
8p ∂D1
Z
1  g=l
Tijk ðx; xo Þuj ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ

8p
∂D2
Z
1
Gij ðx; xo Þsjk ðxÞnk ðxÞdS ðxÞ
¼
8pm1 ð1 þ lÞ ∂D

1423
1424
1425
1426
1427
1428
1429
1430
1431

ðA11Þ

ðA12Þ

from which it is possible to observe that the propagation of the stress from the lower mantle to the
slab in upper mantle is taken by the g/x in the
second integral of the LHS, which means that
weaker slabs will be more affected, although this
effect is so small that it is probably not detectable.
If the equations were decoupled, the sinking
velocity for a slab in the lower mantle, for equivalent geometry, would be proportional to the lower/

upper mantle viscosity ratio, and divergent solu- 1432
tions from that derive from the coupling between 1433
the two equations.
1434

Appendix B: Resolution Test for the
Subduction of a Squared 6000  6000 km
Plate

1435
1436
1437

[70] Figure B1 shows the outcome of 6 resolution 1438

tests on a plate of size REarth  REarth, subducting in
a homogeneous mantle, with the same conditions of
the rectangular models analyzed in this work. We
varied the element length from Lmax = (1/0.75) 
102  REarth to Lmax = (1/2.00)  102  REarth, corresponding to 5625 and 40,000 panels, respectively. The outcomes displayed in Figure B1 are
sections of the 3-D simulations, after 100 time
steps. The displayed evolution of the surface geometry is defined by a second-order Runge-Kutta
advection scheme applied to the vertices of the
boundary elements. The results show the convergence of the results toward a solution, which
confirms the stability of the approach for the setup
employed in this work (free surface, lubrication
approach for the motion of the lithosphere). The
main difference between highly resolved and less
resolved slabs is a higher flexibility of the best
models, visible in the deformation of the trench and
the tip of the subducting slab. We cannot benchmark such a complicate system with an analytical
solution, however we observe how the correction
due to the increase of the resolution becomes less at
higher resolution, suggesting convergence to a final
solution. It is important for the calculation of plateness to observe that the stretching of the “still
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Figure B1. Resolution test for the same standard model of Figure D1. The finer the resolution, the more is the slab
flexible. For sufficiently high resolution, the model converges toward the same solution.

1465
1466
1467

unsubducted” plate and the resulting position of the
trailing edge, are little or no affected by variation of
plate mesh resolution.

1468

Appendix C: Benchmark of the Role
of the Viscosity of the Downgoing Plate

1469

1470 [71] In order to test the role of viscosity we tested
1471 the same configuration of Appendix C (squared
1472 plate sized REarth  REarth, subducting in an
1473 homogeneous mantle), comparing two slab viscos1474 ities: 100 and 200 times higher of the mantle vis1475 cosity (Figure C1). Coherently with other analog
1476 and numerical models [Funiciello et al., 2003b;

Schellart, 2005; Stegman et al., 2006; Capitanio
et al., 2007; Goes et al., 2008; Ribe, 2010;
Stegman et al., 2010b], we do not observe any
effect of the plate viscosity to subduction speed,
implying a minimum amount of viscous dissipation
inside the slab, compared to the mantle creep.
Another important observation is the minimum
amount of variation of plate deformation of the
unsubducted plate, indicating similar plateness.
Finally as expected, and coherently with analog and
numerical models, we observe a weakening and
increase in stretching for a less viscous slab. The
difference between the 100x and 200 model is an
increase in stretching is between 5% and 10% after
100 time steps. The morphology of the slab is highly

Figure C1. Comparison between a highly viscous (200 times the mantle viscosity) and low-viscous (100 times) slab.
The plate motion is almost identical as indicated by the fixed plate trail, while the slab edge is much more flexible and
stretched in the low-viscous case.
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Figure D1. Exploration of four setups relative to the implementation of the free surface for the same subduction
system. Deq (equilibrium distance) is varied between L/2 and L, while Dint is varied relatively to Deq: from 1.5 Deq
to 2 Deq.
1492
1493

compatible with the results predicted by Ribe
[2001].

1494

Appendix D: Contact Algorithm and
Free Surface

1495

1496 [72] The implementation of the free surface, the
1497 same as in the work of Morra et al. [2009] to which
1498 we redirect for more details, is relatively complex,
1499 and its goal is to “adapt” the free surface delimiting
1500 the mantle to the subducting plate, but allowing the
1501 plate to detach from the surface in order to subduct.
1502 In order to achieve this goal the method is based on
1503 the adaptation of the external surface (defining the
1504 Earth surface) to the subducting slab, using a
1505 “master-slave” algorithm. In detail, the vertices of
1506 the elements of the Earth surface adapt to an
1507 “equilibrium” or “lubrication” distance from the
1508 subducting slab. In this way the slab can freely
1509 change its morphology, but when it deflects down,
1510 also the external surface follows it, spontaneously
1511 producing a restoring force counterbalancing
1512 buoyancy and leading the slab to equilibrium,
1513 achieving a perfectly equivalent formulation to a
1514 true free surface. This algorithm in detail works in
1515 the following way: (1) for each vertex of the exter1516 nal surface the closest element of plate is detected;

(2) if the node of the surface is closer of a “critical
interaction distance” called Dint, the “vertex-element centroid” vector is projected along the normal
of the element in order to obtain the surface-surface
distance; (3) the node of the surface is then displaced so that the projected distance is equal to the
“equilibrium,” or “lubrication,” distance, here
called Deq. The algorithm is therefore based on two
parameters: Dint and Deq, where the first is always
larger to the second. In detail the algorithm is synthesized in the following pseudo-code where panels.
centroids refer to the elements (panels) of the
“master surface” and nodes.coordinates indicate the
positions of the vertices of the mesh of the “slave
surface.” This algorithm is always adopted assuming (1) the lithosphere as “master” and the Earth
surface as “slave,” (2) the overriding plate as
“slave” and the downgoing plate as “master,” and
(3) the core as slave and the sinking slab as master:

1517
1518
1519
1520
1521
1522
1523
1524
1525
1526
1527
1528
1529
1530
1531
1532
1533
1534
1535

differenceVector = nodes.coordinates[slave surface] - 1536
panels.centroids[master surface]);
1537
distance = sqrt(innerproduct(differenceVector, 1538
differenceVector));
1539
if (distance < Dint) then
{
normalDistance = innerproduct(differenceVector,
panels.normals[master surface]);
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if (normalDistance < Deq)
{
distanceIncrease = Deq - normalDistance; nodes.
coordinates[slave surface] + = distanceIncrease *
panels.normals[master surface]);
}
}

1551 [73] As it has been shown in the work of Schmeling
1552 et al. [2008], comparing a large number of numer1553 ical and laboratory experiments, the formulation of
1554 the free surface can substantially change the mor1555 phology of the trench and the trench migration
1556 kinematics. We confirm this result, and show that
1557 not only the presence of a free surface, but also its
1558 implementation sensibly influences trench migra1559 tion. In order to show this we varied Deq and Dint,
1560 the first testing two values L and L/2 (where L is
1561 the thickness of the lithosphere), and comparing
1562 also the values of Dint 1.5 and 2 times Deq. Several
1563 results emerge. The first is that, after 100 time steps
1564 (Figure D1), the formulation of the free surface
1565 does not vary either the position of the trailing edge
1566 or the plateness of the slab. However, the position
1567 of the trench, its morphology and therefore the
1568 shape of the subducted slab visibly change. In
1569 general a simple rule applies: (1) fixed Deq, at
1570 greater values of Dint the trench retreat is more
1571 hampered, inducing smaller radius of curvature and
1572 more vertical slab dips, and (2) given Dint, a greater
1573 Deq opposes trench retreat and induces more verti1574 cal dips.
1575 [74] For the purpose of this paper, we observe that
1576 trench retreats are naturally highly dependent from
1577 the chosen free surface formulation. Very likely the
1578 presence of an upper plate will stabilize the unsta1579 ble patterns that we display in Figure D1, as sug1580 gested by Capitanio et al., 2010]. However, given
1581 that the subduction of plates whose overriding plate
1582 is a very thin back arc basin are very common, we
1583 suggest that 3-D complex plate migration mechan1584 isms as suggested in Figure 7 are also very com1585 mon. In this work we choose Dint and Deq in order
1586 to hamper trench migration and in order to con1587 centrate our study to plate motion and plateness for
1588 very stable trenches, as the ones of the large plates
1589 are.
1590
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